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Collectively named the three great masters of the Ming and Qing Dynasty, Gu
Yanwu, Huang Zongxi and Wang Fuzhi as the most important philosophers in history.
At Gu Yanwu`s age,the most prominent feature and problem was the downfall of the
Ming Dynasty and the rising of Qing Dynasty. This upheaval was not only there
placement of a dynasty but also the transformation of ruling nations from the Han
people to Manchu. Intellectuals at that time were generally lamenting on the causes
for the failing of the Ming, while the major political task of the Han Chinese was
rebelling the Qing dynasty and rebuilding Ming dynasty, to which Gu devoted himself
and gradually built and enriched his study of the Social Governance in reflection and
criticism.
He abandoned the the moral idealism of Neo-Confucianism, but on the contrary, he
constructed the whole human society order based on the empiricism about exploring
natural knowledge and grasping the social law. Gu believed that the "private
consciousness" of the "minding one's own business and family" is rooted in human
nature. To restrain the pursuit of "selfishness" cannot reach the best governance,
however, the best governance must tolerate selfishness.Accordingly, Gu developed a
series of "human nature" theory conformed to actual human nature and social
development.In this paper,we are trying to analyze some categories in the Social
Governance of Gu Yanwu,the main point is talking about the publicity and
privacy,justice and interest,and then we discuss the using of these categories of the
social governance in Ming Dynasty. The theoretical basis of Gu's thought of social
governance is his view on privacy that self-interest is one part of human nature and it
is inevitable. The most concise summary of the decentralization thought is what he
put forward as "Private interests serve for the the public benefits". But it still depends
on the specific measures on separation of powers. Therefore, Gu designed a set of
measures to decentralize from the top to the bottom of an organization.In about the all
governance of social ,he emphasized the human nature and the publicity.















influence at that time.But we can not deny that it can still help us to have better
understanding of China's traditional thinking about social governance.At the same
time it could inspires us to consider the present social problems in a more
comprehensive way.,which will push us to a new status of social governance.
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面，据不完全统计，自 1950 年以来有相关论著近 600 种，下面将就本选题相关
内容进行一个大概的梳理。
第一类是在对顾炎武学术的整体研究中涉及到的关于社会治理方面的思想。
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